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Abstract 10 

Background: Due to drought stress, the growth, distribution, and production of mungbean 11 

is severely restricted. Previous study combining physiological and transcriptomic data 12 

indicated different genotypes of mungbean exhibited variable responses when exposed to 13 

drought stress. Aside from the genetic variation, the modifications of environmentally 14 

induced epigenetics alterations on mungbean drought-stress responses were still elusive.  15 

Results: In this study, firstly, we compared the drought tolerance capacity at seedling stages 16 

by detecting physiological parameters in two contrasting genotypes wild mungbean 61 and 17 

cultivar 70 in response to drought stress. We found that wild mungbean 61 showed lower 18 

level of MDA and higher levels of SOD, POD, and CAT, suggesting wild mungbean 61 19 

exhibited stronger drought resistances. Transcriptomic analysis indicated totally 2659 20 

differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were detected when 61 compared with 70 (C61 vs 21 

C70), and the number increased to 3121 in the comparison of drought-treated 70 22 

compared with drought-treated 61 (D70 vs D61). In addition, when drought-treated 61 and 23 

70 were compared with their controls, the DEGs were 1117 and 185 respectively, with more 24 

down-regulated DEGs than up-regulated in D61 vs C61, which was opposite in D70 vs C70. 25 

Interestingly, corresponding to this, after drought stress, more hypermethylated 26 

differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in 61 were detected and more hypomethylated 27 

DMRs in 70 were detected. Further analysis suggested that the main variations between 61 28 

and 70 existed in CHH methylation in promoter. Moreover, the preference of methylation 29 

status alterations in D60 vs C60 and D70 vs C70 also fell in CHH sequence context. Further 30 

analysis of the correlation between DMRs and DEGs indicated in both D61 vs C61 and D70 31 

vs C70, the DMRs in gene body was significantly negatively correlated with DEGs. 32 

Conclusion: The physiological parameters in this research suggested that wild mungbean 33 

61 was more resistant to drought stress, with more hypermethylated DMRs and less 34 

hypomethylated DMRs after drought stress, corresponding to more down-regulated DEGs 35 

than up-regulated DEGs. Among the three DNA methylation contexts CG, CHG, and CHH, 36 

asymmetric CHH contexts were more dynamic and prone to be altered by drought stress 37 

and genotypic variations.  38 
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Drought stress is one of the major environmental factors restricting crop growth, 41 

production, and distribution with more severe damage than other environmental stresses 42 

such as heat, low temperature and salinity stress [1-3]. Unlike animals, when subjected to 43 

drought stress, plants cannot escape but have to develop complicated defense systems, 44 

including a series of cellular, molecular, physiological, biochemical, anatomical and 45 

morphological responses [4]. For example, in water-deficient conditions, plants maintain cell 46 

turgor through osmotic adjustment to accumulate organic solutes such as glycine betaine, 47 

proline, and sugars to adjust water potential [5]. Meanwhile, plant have evolved 48 

detoxification systems to scavenge the excessive reactive oxidative species (ROS) caused by 49 

drought stress. The antioxidant pathways involve the enzymes superoxide dismutase (SOD), 50 

peroxidase (POD), catalase (CAT), and ascorbate peroxidase (APX) as well as the non-51 

enzymatic compounds ascorbate, carotenoids, and glutathione [6].  52 

When plants undergo drought stress, the stimuli induce signals transduction in multiple 53 

pathways, resulting in transcriptional changes of drought-responsive genes [7, 8]. With the 54 

popularization of next generation sequencing, RNA-seq is widely used to reveal the gene 55 

expression changes when exposed to drought stress, including drought-responsive 56 

transcription factors, plant hormone related genes, and protein kinases [9-12]. In the past 57 

decades, the genes associated with drought tolerance have been studied in detail, however 58 

drought tolerance is a complicated process not only involving transcriptional alterations but 59 

also genome-wide DNA methylation changes. DNA methylation, referred to as adding 60 

methyl group at the fifth position of cytosine pyrimidine ring, is a well-studied epigenetics 61 

mechanism [13, 14]. The methylated cytosines mainly happen in three DNA contexts, CG, 62 

CHG and CHH (where H= A, C or T) [15]. The maintenance of symmetrical methylation at 63 

CG and CHG occurs by DNA Methyltransferase 1 (MET1) and Chromomethylase 3 (CMT3) 64 

during DNA replication respectively [16, 17], while the maintenance of asymmetrical 65 

methylation at CHH is not template based but through RNA-directed DNA methylation 66 

(RdDM) with Domains Rearranged Methyltransferases 1 and 2 (DRM1, DRM2) [18].  67 

DNA methylation as an important epigenetics marker involves in plant growth and 68 

development as well as plant abiotic stress tolerance and adaptations [19-21]. DNA 69 

methylation patterns in plants undergo dynamic changes depending on the tissues, plant 70 

species, and the specific type of stress [22]. Decreased DNA methylation was detected in 71 

root tissues of faba bean under drought stress, while increased DNA methylation was 72 

observed in root tissues of alfafa under salt stress [23, 24]. It has been clear that epigenetic 73 

modifications such as DNA methylation may affect gene expression and further contribute 74 

to phenotypic variation in response to environmental stress [25, 26]. Study in popular found 75 

genomic alterations of DNA methylation induced by drought stress could influence 76 

expression levels of related genes [27]. The obvious correlation between differentially DNA 77 

methylated regions and gene expression were detected when under drought stress in apple 78 

and mulberry [28, 29].  79 

Mungbean (Vigna radiata L.) is an important fast-growing grain legume crop with rich 80 

protein, folate and iron, and is widely distributed in Asian countries especially India, China, 81 

Myanmar, and Indonesia [30, 31] . Mungbean can be processed into different food varieties 82 

such as sprout, flour, noodles, and porridge, which provide nutrition and tasty flavor for 83 



human beings [32]. However, due to abiotic and biotic stress, the yield of mungbean is low, 84 

and drought stress restrictions on mungbean production is becoming more severe [33]. 85 

Modern mungbean cultivars were derived from domestication and selection of the original 86 

mungbean species in India [34]. Normally, wild species contain valuable genes and 87 

resources which tend to be disappeared in the process of domestication and selection in 88 

breeding [35, 36]. Studies indicated wild soybean possessing multiple valuable candidate 89 

genes endowing the plants with stronger tolerance to drought stress [37, 38]. In addition, 90 

wild mungbean (TC1996) has shown complete bruchid resistance compared with cultivated 91 

mungbean [39].  92 

In this study, we compared the drought tolerance capacity at seedling stages by detecting 93 

physiological parameters in two contrasting mungbean genotypes in response to drought 94 

stress. The comparative transcriptome analysis integrated with methylome study aimed to 95 

reveal the DNA methylation pattern and gene expression variations in control and drought-96 

stressed conditions between the two contrasting genotypes, which might provide clues for  97 

the potential use of wild germplasm as a drought-tolerant resource in mungbean cultivar 98 

breeding. 99 

Results  100 

Comparison of physiological parameters of two mungbean genotypes exposed to 101 

drought stress 102 

It was obvious after drought treatment, both of the wild and cultivated mungbean plants 103 

exhibited phenotypic changes, such as small stature, lower height (Fig. 1a). We further 104 

measured the content of malondialdehyde (MDA), which is the biomarkers of oxidative 105 

stress [12], and the antioxidant-related enzymes including SOD, POD, and CAT (Fig. 1b). 106 

Compared with control, the MDA content was significantly increased in both drought-107 

stressed genotypes (p<0.01) (Fig. 1b). However, in C70 and D70, the accumulation of MDA 108 

was higher than the levels in C61 and D61. The SOD level was also increased in drought-109 

stressed condition in both genotypes but not statistically significant. Interestingly, both the 110 

content of POD and CAT in D61 was significantly higher than C61 (p<0.01) but there was no 111 

significant difference between C70 and D70. These data suggested wild mungbean 112 

genotype 61 presented stronger resistance when subjected to drought stress.  113 

 114 

Transcriptomic changes of two mungbean genotypes in response to drought stress  115 

To further reveal the molecular bases accounted for the different performance of two 116 

genotypes when exposed to drought stress, the RNA-Seq analysis was conducted in the 117 

two genotypes in control and drought stress conditions. Among all eight samples 118 

investigated, the raw reads generated were between 40.53 million and 48.09 million, with 119 

more than 97% valid bases (Table 1). The Q30 of all eight samples was consistently over 97% 120 

(Table 1). These parameters indicated the sequencing data quality was high and could be 121 

used for further analysis. From the four pairwise comparisons, it was obvious that the 122 

number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) was the most in D70 vs D61 comparison 123 

group, followed by C70 vs C61 (Fig. 2a), among the DEGs in these two groups, there were 124 

more upregulated genes than downregulated genes (Fig. 2b, Additional file 1: Figure S1 125 

ab). Totally 1117 DEGs were identified after drought stress compared with control in wild 126 



mungbean 61 (D61 vs C61), with 384 upregulated and 733 downregulated. However, only 127 

185 DEGs were found in D70 vs C70, with 155 upregulated and 30 downregulated (Fig. 2b, 128 

Additional file 1: Figure S1 cd). In order to validate the accuracy of gene expression data 129 

generated by RNA-Seq, we selected eight DEGs, most of which were transcription factors 130 

related to drought stress, and conducted qRT-PCR assays. The results indicated the trends 131 

of relative expression level of upregulated and downregulated genes of qRT-PCR were 132 

similar to that calculated by transcriptome sequencing (Additional file 2: Figure S2), 133 

confirming the reliability of transcriptome data. Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 134 

(KEGG) analysis of DEGs in D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C70 indicated that the highest number of 135 

transcripts were enriched in carbohydrate metabolism and signal transduction pathways, 136 

followed by amino acid metabolism and lipid metabolism (Fig. 2c).  137 

 138 

Table 1 Statistics of RNA-seq for control and drought-treated samples of wild mungbean 61 and 139 

mungbean cultivar 70 140 

Samples 
Raw 

reads (M) 

Raw 

bases (G) 

Clean 

reads (M) 

Clean 

bases (G) 

Valid 

bases (%) 

Q30  GC  

(%) (%) 

C61-1 43.18 6.48 42.89 6.41 98.9 95.12 45.29 

C61-2 43.90 6.58 43.58 6.51 98.84 95.22 45.48 

C70-1 47.10 7.07 46.39 6.88 97.36 94.49 44.64 

C70-2 40.53 6.08 39.91 5.92 97.32 94.43 44.6 

D61-1 41.86 6.28 41.56 6.21 98.83 95.22 45.56 

D61-2 48.09 7.21 47.87 7.16 99.24 95.27 44.93 

D70-1 43.62 6.54 42.97 6.36 97.16 94.57 44.68 

D70-2 46.42 6.96 45.76 6.76 97.10 94.44 42.49 

C61-1, C61-2 and C70-1, C70-2 represent two replicates of well-watered wild mungbean 61 and mungbean 141 

cultivar 70, respectively; D61-1, D61-2 and D70-1, D70-2 represent two replicates of drought-stressed wild 142 

mungbean 61 and mungbean cultivar 70, respectively. Raw reads/bases: reads/bases generated by Illumina 143 

HiSeq X Ten platform. Clean reads/bases: reads/bases after filtering poor quality score reads and trimming 144 

adaptors using Trimmomatic v0.32 program. Valid bases (%) = (Clean bases number / Raw bases number) * 145 

100%. Q30: Phred quality score of 30; GC: GC content. 146 

 147 

Methylome profiles in wild and cultivated mungbean  148 

Whole-genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) is single-base resolution maps of cytosine 149 

methylation with particularly high accuracy. Our sequencing results showed that totally 150 

71.9-82.7 million raw reads were generated for each sample (Table 2). After filtering the 151 

low-quality data, 70.1-80.6 million clean reads were mapped to the reference genome 152 

using Bismark software. The mapping rate ranged from 56.84% to 79.08% (Table 2). 153 

Meanwhile, the unmethylated lambda DNA was used as reference for conversion rate 154 

calculation after sodium bisulfite treatment. The results showed that the conversation 155 

efficiency was over 99% in all of the samples (Table 2). Genome-widely, we have detected 156 

18,227,407 methylated cytosines in C61, the proportion of methylated CG, CHG and CHH 157 

was 23.8%, 28.1%, and 48.1% respectively (Fig. 3a). After drought treatment, there was a 158 

slight change in the methylated cytosines proportions in three sequence contexts, with CHH 159 

methylation increased to 48.9%, CG and CHG methylation decreased to 23.4% and 27.7%. By 160 

contrast, the number of methylated cytosines in C70 (30,417,748) and D70 (29,403,037) was 161 



more than in wild mungbean, but the proportions of methylated CG, CHG, and CHH was 162 

similar to wild mungbean. Interestingly, the percentage of methylated CHH decreased from 163 

47.9% to 46.9% after drought treatment in cultivated mungbean70 (Fig. 3a).  164 

DNA methylation patterns in CG, CHG, and CHH were also analyzed in different 165 

mungbean genomic regions as well as gene body, promoter, and downstream 2K region 166 

(Fig. 3b,c). It was observed CG methylation was the highest across genomic regions, 167 

followed by CHG and CHH. CG and CHG methylation level showed similar trends, for 168 

example, in wild mungbean 61 high methylation was observed in promoter and it decreased 169 

in 5UTR, increased in intron and decreased again in 3UTR (Fig. 3b). The repeat region 170 

showed the highest level of methylation (Fig. 3b). In wild mungbean 61, the highest CG 171 

methylation level was observed in upstream 2K and gene body, followed by downstream 172 

2K, whereas in mungbean cultivar 70 the highest methylation level was found in upstream 173 

2K, followed by gene body and downstream 2K (Fig. 3c). The tends of CHG and CHH 174 

methylation changes was similar between mungbean 61 and 70 (Fig. 3c). In addition, it was 175 

obvious in D61 vs C61, the increase of CHH was mainly contributed by 5UTR, exon, 3UTR, 176 

and repeat regions, while in D70 vs C70, the decrease of CHH was mainly contributed by 177 

promoter, intron, and repeat regions (Fig. 3a,d). 178 

 179 

Table 2 Statistics of WGBS for control and drought stress treated samples of wild mungbean 61 and 180 

mungbean cultivar 70 181 

Samples  

Raw 

reads 

(M) 

Raw 

bases  

(G) 

Clean 

reads 

(M) 

Clean 

bases  

(G) 

Valid 

bases 

(%) 

Mapped 

reads 

(M) 

Mapping 

rate (%) 

BS 

conversion 

rate (%) 
 

C61-1 78.39 23.52 76.55 20.92 88.95 43.76 57.16 99.23  

C61-2 77.49 23.25 75.55 20.61 88.65 43.24 57.23 99.27  

D61-1 77.89 23.37 76.07 20.78 88.92 43.45 57.12 99.14  

D61-2 79.49 23.85 77.58 21.19 88.85 44.10 56.84 99.24  

C70-1 82.71 24.81 80.64 21.94 88.43 63.43 78.66 99.21  

C70-2 71.94 21.58 70.12 19.14 88.69 55.45 79.08 99.25  

D70-1 72.69 21.81 70.85 19.34 88.67 55.94 78.95 99.32  

D70-2 73.02 21.91 71.37 19.50 89.00 56.23 78.79 99.34  

C61-1, C61-2 and C70-1, C70-2 represent two replicates of well-watered wild mungbean 61 and mungbean 182 

cultivar 70, respectively; D61-1, D61-2 and D70-1, D70-2 represent two replicates of drought-stressed wild 183 

mungbean 61 and mungbean cultivar 70, respectively. Raw reads/bases: reads/bases generated by Illumina 184 

Novaseq platform. Clean reads/bases: reads/bases after filtering poor quality score reads and trimming using 185 

fastp software. Valid bases (%) = (clean reads number / raw reads number) * 100%. Mapping rate = (mapped 186 

reads / clean reads) * 100%. BS conversion rate (%) = (converted cytosines / total cytosines in unmethylated 187 

lambda DNA reference) * 100%. 188 

 189 

Differentially methylated regions in wild and cultivated mungbean  190 

We further compared the differentially methylated regions (DMRs) between wild and 191 

cultivated mungbean in control and drought stress conditions. Totally, we identified 12111 192 

hypermethylated and 6578 hypomethylated DMRs in the wild mungbean D61 vs C61, while 193 

in the cultivar mungbean D70 vs C70, the number of hypermethylated DRMs was only 4988 194 

and hypomethylated DMRs was 14747 (Additional file 3: Figure S3). After drought stress, 195 



increased methylation level of DMRs in wild mungbean 61 were detected in all CG, CHG, 196 

and CHH contexts, especially in CHH context (Fig. 4a, Additional file 4: Figure S4a). On the 197 

contrary, the decreased methylation level of DMRs were detected in D70 vs C70 in all CG, 198 

CHG, and CHH contexts, especially in CHH context (Fig. 4a, Additional file 4: Figure S4b). 199 

Further detailed comparative analysis related to the genome-wide distribution of DMRs was 200 

conducted (Fig. 4b, Additional file 4: Figure S4c,d). Overall, the hypermethylated DMRs or 201 

hypomethylated DMRs in D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C 70 were mainly distributed in promoter, 202 

exon, intron and repeat regions (Fig. 4b). Further analysis indicated that the main 203 

hypermethylated DMRs after drought stress in wild mungbean 61 were distributed in 204 

promoter and intron in CG; promoter, exon and intron in CHG; and promoter, intron and 205 

repeat in CHH context (Additional file 4: Figure S4c). By contrast, the hypomethylated 206 

DMRs in mungbean 70 after drought stress mainly distributed in promoter, exon, intron, 207 

and repeat regions in all three DNA context (Additional file 4: Figure S4d). The KEGG 208 

pathway analysis was conducted in order to investigate the associated biological functions 209 

and pathways of the DMRs. The results indicated in D61 vs C61, the DMRs were mainly 210 

distributed in pathways such as purine metabolism, RNA transport, pyrimidine metabolism, 211 

RNA degradation and carbon metabolism (Fig. 5a). The first two pathways were also 212 

observed in the enrichment of D70 vs C70, in addition, protein processing in endoplasmic 213 

reticulum and endocytosis were also enriched in D70 vs C70 (Fig. 5b).  214 

 215 

Relationship between DNA methylation status and gene expression levels 216 

In order to investigate whether DNA methylation is regulated by gene expression, the 217 

correlation analysis of gene expression and DNA methylation was conducted. As predicted, 218 

the unexpressed genes had the highest methylation level in all gene body, promoter, and 219 

downstream 2-kb region in CG and CHG sequence contexts (Fig. 6a,b). While the lowest 220 

methylation was detected in the genes showed high expression in all regions of CG 221 

methylation and in gene body and downstream 2-kb region of CHG methylation (Fig. 6a,b). 222 

In contrast, for CHH methylation, the unexpressed genes showing the highest methylation 223 

level was observed in all regions in the wild mungbean 61, but only in gene body and 224 

downstream 2-kb region in cultivar mungbean 70 (Fig. 6c). In addition, the low expressed 225 

genes had the lowest CHH methylation level in promoter, whereas in gene body and 226 

downstream 2-kb region, the high expressed genes had the lowest CHH methylation level 227 

(Fig. 6c). We further studied relationship between DNA methylation and gene expression. 228 

Based on methylation levels, the methylated genes were divided into five groups with group 229 

first the lowest methylation level and group fifth the highest methylation level (Fig. 7, 230 

Additional file 5: Figure S5). We found that in promoter, genes with the highest 231 

methylation levels showed the lowest expression levels in all three DNA sequence contexts 232 

in the wild mungbean 61, but only in CG and CHG in cultivar mungbean 70 (Fig. 7). In gene 233 

body, genes with the highest methylation levels showed the lowest expression levels in all 234 

CG, CHG and CHH (Additional file 5: Figure S5), and moderately CG methylated genes 235 

showed the highest level of expression (Additional file 5: Figure S5a).  236 

 237 

Differentially methylated regions and related differentially expressed genes 238 

In order to study the global effect of DRMs on related gene expression, we analyzed the 239 



DMRs related genes and promoters. As a result, we found in D61 vs C61 there were 504 and 240 

362 DEGs identified as hyper- and hypomehylated DMR-associated genes, while in D70 vs 241 

C70 the corresponding DEGs number were 210 and 606 DEGs respectively (Fig. 8a). 242 

Similarly, 482 and 344 DEGs were detected as hyper- and hypomehylated DMR-associated 243 

promoters in D61 vs C61. In contrast, in D70 vs C70 there were 210 and 594 hyper- and 244 

hypomehylated DMR-associated promoters identified (Fig. 8b). The Spearman rank 245 

correlation coefficient was used to test associations between DMRs and DEGs, and 246 

Spearman’s rho was used as a measure for correlation. The results indicated in D61 vs C61, 247 

the gene body methylation was negatively correlated with gene expression (Spearman 248 

rho=-0.19, p value=0) (Fig. 8c). Similar result was detected in cultivar mungbean D70 vs 249 

C70 (Spearman rho=-0.18, p value=0) (Fig. 8d). However, there were no clear correlation 250 

between promoter methylation and gene expression in both D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C70 251 

(Fig. 8e,f). Altogether, the results suggested DNA methylation could partially explain the 252 

differential transcript abundances of related genes.  253 

Discussion  254 

In this research, firstly, we compared the responses of two mungbean genotypes after 255 

drought stress treatment at seedling stage based on physiological parameters. Recent study 256 

indicated variable responses to drought stress among different mungbean varieties 257 

according to physiological data and transcriptomic study [33]. Aside from the genetic 258 

variation, it was reported environmentally induced epigenetics alterations also could modify 259 

stress response and broaden plant phenotypic variation [26]. Illuminating DNA methylation 260 

profiles in drought stress condition in the two contrasting genotypes could provide clues for 261 

understanding the regulatory mechanisms of different responses to environmental stress. 262 

Therefore, in this research, we integrated physiological parameters with transcriptome and 263 

whole genome bisulfite sequencing analysis to reveal the molecular mechanism which 264 

might explain the different performance of the two genotypes when exposed to drought 265 

stress.  266 

After drought treatment at seedling stage, the two genotypes showed visible differences 267 

compared to control (Fig. 1a). From the analysis of oxidative stress-induced lipid injury 268 

marker MDA and related antioxidant enzymes SOD, POD, and CAT, we found that wild 269 

mungbean 61 showed lower level of MDA and higher levels of SOD, POD, and CAT (Fig. 270 

1b). As lower level of MDA and increased antioxidant enzymes activity are correlated with 271 

cell membrane stability and enhanced antioxidant defense system, which could protect 272 

plants from cytotoxic effects [6]. Our finding indicated wild mungbean 61 exhibited a higher 273 

resistance to drought-stress compared with cultivar 70. The distinct phenotypic and 274 

physiological responses indicated wild mungbean 61 and cultivar 70 are two contrasting 275 

genotypes for drought tolerance. As reported in soybean, the wild germplasm possessed 276 

valuable candidate genes which made the plants more drought-tolerant [38]. Thus, we 277 

further compared the gene expression changes and DNA methylation patterns alterations 278 

from the genome scale.  279 

From the transcriptomic data, when wild mungbean 61 and cultivar 70 were compared, 280 

2659 DEGs were detected. The number increased to 3121 in the comparison of D70 vs D61. 281 

However, it was obvious that when drought-treated 61 and 70 were compared with their 282 



controls, the DEGs were 1117 and 185 respectively (Fig. 2b). The data indicated the inherent 283 

genetic variations existed between these two contrasting genotypes. Interestingly, after 284 

drought stress there were more DEGs in D61 vs C61, while less DEGs in D70 vs C70. Study in 285 

drought-tolerant and sensitive onion also found that in drought-tolerant genotype more 286 

DEGs detected than in drought-sensitive genotype [40]. Among the DEGs, after drought 287 

stress, similar level of up-regulated and down-regulated DEGs were found in drought-288 

tolerant onion, and more down-regulated DEGs were found in drought-sensitive genotype 289 

[40]. Our study found more down-regulated DEGs than up-regulated in D61 vs C61, 290 

whereas opposite response was observed in D70 vs C70. Corresponding to this, after 291 

drought stress, more hypermethylated DMRs in wild mungbean 61 were detected and more 292 

hypomethylated DMRs in cultivar mungbean 70 were found (Additional file 3: Figure S3). 293 

Our findings were consistent with the commonly accepted regulative relationship that DNA 294 

methylation is negatively associated with gene expression [41, 42]. The pathway enrichment 295 

of DEGs suggested that most of them were enriched in carbohydrate metabolism and signal 296 

transduction pathways. Carbohydrate metabolism were reported plays important roles in 297 

response to drought stress, the starch and sucrose metabolism is correlated with turgor 298 

pressure maintenance [43, 44]. In addition, the signal transduction pathway was also found 299 

participated in the drought stress response [43, 45].  300 

Our study found that in C61 and C70, the proportion of methylated CG, CHG and CHH 301 

was around 24%, 28%, and 48% respectively, which was similar to the results of previous study 302 

using the same mungbean material as cultivar 70 [46]. After drought treatment, genome-303 

wide changes of CHH methylation were relatively bigger than CG and CHG, with increased 304 

CHH (from 48.1% to 48.9%) observed in D61 vs C61, but decreased CHH (from 47.9% to 305 

46.9%) was found in D70 vs C70 (Fig. 3a). Similar to our finding in D61 vs C61, in cotton, 306 

more significant changes of CHH rather than CG and CHG were found after drought stress, 307 

and CHH tended to be hypermethylated [47]. In apple, a slight increased CG and CHG 308 

methylation proportions as well as a decreased CHH proportions were revealed after water 309 

deficit [29], which is consistent to our report in D70 vs C70. Further investigation confirmed 310 

the increase of CHH in D60 vs C60 was mainly contributed by 5UTR, exon, 3UTR, and repeat 311 

regions, while the decrease of CHH in D70 vs C70 was mainly contributed by promoter, 312 

intron, and repeat regions. The preference of methylation status alterations in CHH 313 

suggested asymmetric CHH changes were dynamic and probably associated with external 314 

environments [47, 48].  315 

We further compared the epigenetic changes from genome-scale and analyzed the 316 

interactions between DNA methylation and gene expression. Our data showed high 317 

expression in gene body tended to have lower expression methylation, and none-expressed 318 

genes had high expression (Fig. 6). Vice versa, the highest methylation levels in gene body 319 

showed the lowest expression levels (Additional file 5: Figure S5a). Earlier report in 320 

Arabidopsis thaliana indicated loss of methylation in gene body promoted transcription of 321 

genes [49]. However, studies in rice and apple revealed that gene body methylation was 322 

commonly positively associated with gene expression [29, 50]. Previous study reported that 323 

different DNA sequence context and different genomic regions showing varied effect on 324 

gene expression [51]. In our study, in gene body the moderately CG methylated genes 325 

showed the highest level of expression (Additional file 5: Figure S5a), which is consistent 326 



with the reports in poplar [52, 53]. As is known, DNA methylation in promoters is likely to 327 

impede transcription [49]. In our study, in promoter, the highest methylation levels also 328 

showed the lowest expression levels in all three DNA sequence contexts in the wild 329 

mungbean 61, however, only in CG and CHG but not CHH for cultivar mungbean 70 (Fig.7). 330 

Similarly, CHH methylation levels in apple was found positively assiciated with gene 331 

expression, which was different from CG and CHG [29]. In additon, for CHH methylation, the 332 

unexpressed genes showing the highest methylation level was observed in promoter in the 333 

wild mungbean 61, but not in promoter in cultivar mungbean 70 (Fig. 6c). Altogether, 334 

based on the facts that CHH mehylation and gene expression in promoter in mungbean 70 335 

was significanly different from others, it was obvious that main variations between wild 336 

mungbean 61 and cultivar mungbean 70 existed in CHH methylation in promoter. 337 

Previously, we just found the preference of methylation status alterations in CHH in D60 vs 338 

C60 and D70 vs C70. Taken together, our finding suggests asymmetric CHH contexts were 339 

more dynamic and prone to be altered by environmental factor changes and genotypic 340 

variations. CHH methylation, which is maintained by CMT2 through RdDM, has been proven 341 

to be dynamic and play important roles in regulating gene expression during seed 342 

development, germination, and early plant life [54-56]. In rice, in response to desiccation 343 

and salinity stresses, methylation levels of CHH showed the most variation between different 344 

genotypes, suggesting the important role of CHH in abiotic stress response [57]. Further 345 

analysis of the correlation between DMRs and DEGs indicated in both D61 vs C61 and D70 346 

vs C70, the DMRs in gene body was significantly negatively correlated with DEGs (Fig. 8 cd). 347 

However, no significant difference was detected between DMRs in promoter and DEGs in 348 

promoter (Fig. 8 ef). Our results indicated DNA methylation partially contributed to gene 349 

expression regulation, study in apple water deficit also revealed hypomethylated or 350 

hypermethylated genes were not correlated with the expression changes [29]. In additon, 351 

few DEGs were as different methylation genes in poplar salt stress study, which suggested 352 

the limited contribution of methylation on gene expression [52]. 353 

Conclusions 354 

Compared with cultivar 70, wild mungbean 61 exhibited a higher resistance to drought-355 

stress, reflecting in lower level of MDA and higher levels of SOD, POD, and CAT. 356 

Transcriptomic analysis indicated when drought-treated 61 and 70 compared with their 357 

controls, more down-regulated DEGs than up-regulated was found, which was opposite in 358 

D70 vs C70. Corresponding to this, after drought stress, more hypermethylated DMRs in 61 359 

were detected, with more hypomethylated DMRs in 70. In addition, we found the main 360 

variations between the two contrasting genotypes existed in CHH methylation in promoter. 361 

Coincidently, the methylation status alterations in D60 vs C60 and D70 vs C70 also fell in 362 

CHH sequence context. Further analysis of the correlation between DMRs and DEGs 363 

indicated in both D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C70, the DMRs in gene body was significantly 364 

negatively correlated with DEGs. 365 

Methods 366 

Plant material and drought treatment 367 

The mungbean cultivar ‘Zhonglu 1’ (germplasm accession no. VC1973A, named 70 in this 368 



study) and wild type (germplasm accession no. JP226873, named 61 in this study) were 369 

used. The germinated seeds were grown in pots in growth chamber at 24 ± 2°C day and 17 370 

± 2°C night under the photoperiod of 18/6 h day/night. Plants were divided into four 371 

groups: a) well-watered 70 (C70); b) drought-stressed 70 (D70); c) well-watered 61 (C61); d) 372 

drought-stressed 61 (D61), with two biological replicates in each group. The well-watered 373 

groups were irrigated normally to maintain water capacity, and drought-stressed groups 374 

were withheld water since the time planted. Seedlings with the same growth stage were 375 

selected for sampling. Leaf materials were collected near to V1 stage (fully developed 376 

trifoliate at the second node) when relative water content of soil reached to 39% in drought-377 

stressed groups, which was 69% in well-watered control. The relative water content was 378 

calculated by fresh weight subtracting dry weight, and then divided by turgid weight 379 

subtracting dry weight according to previous report [58]. The collected leaf samples were 380 

stored at -80°C until used for RNA and DNA extraction. 381 

 382 

Physiological parameters determination  383 

The oxidative stress biomarker and antioxidant-related indicators MDA (Solarbio, BC0025), 384 

SOD (Solarbio, BC0175), POD (BC0095), and CAT (Solarbio, BC0205) was detected by using 385 

assay kits and with a BioTek Cytation 1 cell imaging multimode reader (BioTek, Winooski, 386 

VT, USA). Fresh mungbean leaf tissue was collected and the measurement was performed 387 

following the manufacturer’s instructions of Beijing Solarbio Science & Technology Co., Ltd. 388 

(Beijing, China). 389 

 390 

RNA isolation, RNA-Sequencing and data analysis 391 

Total RNA was extracted using RNAprep Pure Plant Kit (DP441, TIANGEN Biotech). The 392 

integrity of isolated RNA was assayed through the RNA 6000 Nano labchip on 2100 Agilent 393 

Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) before RNA-Seq libraries preparation. 394 

RNA-Seq libraries were constructed using TruSeq Stranded mRNA LTSample Prep Kit 395 

(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After quality 396 

inspection through 2100 Agilent Bioanalyzer, the prepared RNA-Seq libraries were 397 

sequenced on Illumina HiSeq X Ten platform by OE biotech Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The 398 

raw reads were filtered and trimmed using Trimmomatic v0.32 [59]. The obtained clean 399 

reads were aligned to reference genome using HISAT2 [60]. Fragments Per Kilobase of 400 

transcript per Million mapped fragments (FPKM) with Cufflinks were used to calculate the 401 

expression levels of each gene, and the read count of each gene were generated by HTSeq 402 

[61]. DESeq was used to determine DEGs [62], with p-value < 0.05 and |log2 Fold change 403 

(logFC)| > 1 setting as the cutoff for significantly DEGs. KEGG pathway enrichment analysis 404 

was performed to investigate the biological functions of DEGs using R based on the 405 

hypergeometric distribution. 406 

 407 

DNA extraction, WGBS, and data analysis 408 

Genomic DNA was extracted using modified CTAB method [63]. DNA concentration was 409 

quantified using Qubit DNA BR Assay Kits (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR, USA) according to the 410 

manufacturer’s instructions. Totally, 100 ng genomic DNA spiked with 9 ng lambda DNA 411 

were sonicated into 200-300 bp fragments with Covaris S220, and then treated with sodium 412 



bisulfite using the EZ DNA Methylation-Gold Kit (Zymo Research). The spiked lambda DNA 413 

was used as an unmethylated reference for conversion efficiency calculation. The prepared 414 

libraries were sequenced on Illumina Novaseq platform by OE biotech Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, 415 

China) after quality assessment on the 2100 Agilent Bioanalyzer. Bismark software (version 416 

0.16.3) was used for alignments of reads to a reference genome [64]. Bioconductor package 417 

DSS software was used for identification of DMRs [65]. The genes related to DMRs was 418 

defined as the genes with gene body region or promoter region have an overlap with the 419 

DMRs. GOseq R package was used for Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of genes 420 

related to DMRs [66], and KOBAS software was used to determine the statistical enrichment 421 

of DMR-related genes in KEGG pathways [67]. 422 

 423 

Quantitative Real-time PCR analysis 424 

A total of 1.5μg RNA was used for reverse transcription to obtain complementary DNA 425 

(cDNA) using 5X All-In-One RT MasterMix (abm, China). The primers used for qRT-PCR 426 

were list in Additional file 6: Table S1. The reactions for qRT-PCR were performed based 427 

on the protocol of ChamQ SYBR Color qPCR Master Mix (Vazyme, Shanghai, China), with 428 

two biological and three technical replicates using a CFX96 instrument (Bio-Rad, Hercules, 429 

CA, USA). The total amplification volume was 10 μL per reaction, and the conditions for PCR 430 

reaction were as follows: 95 °C for 30 s, 35 cycles of 95 °C for 10 s, 53 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C 431 

for 30 s, then followed by 65 °C for 5 s and 95 °C for 5 min. The relative gene expression 432 

data was calculated using 2
-ΔΔCt

 method.   433 

 434 

Figures legends 435 

Fig. 1 Phenotypic and physiological parameters changes in two mungbean genotypes under drought 436 

stress. a Phenotypes of two mungbean genotypes plants in control and drought-stressed conditions. C61 437 

and D61 mean well-watered and drought-stressed wild mungbean 61; C70 and D70 mean well-watered 438 

and drought-stressed mungbean cultivar 70. b MDA, SOD, POD, and CAT content of two mungbean 439 

genotypes plants in control and drought-stressed conditions. ** represents p< 0.01. 440 

Fig. 2 Differentially expressed genes in different comparisons and the KEGG pathway analysis. a Venn 441 

diagrams of DEGs in four pairwise comparisons. b Numbers of upregulated and downregulated DEGs in 442 

four pairwise comparisons. c KEGG pathway enrichments of DEGs in D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C70. D61 vs 443 

C61, drought-stressed wild mungbean 61 versus well-watered; D70 vs C70, drought-stressed cultivar 444 

mungbean 70 versus well-watered. 445 

Fig. 3 Methylation profiles in two mungbean genotypes. a The relative proportion of mCGs, mCHGs, 446 

and mCHHs in two mungbean genotypes in control and drought-stressed conditions. The level of 447 

methylation in different gene features (b) and gene body, upstream 2K and downstream 2K regions (c). The 448 

comparison of methylation level in different gene features in D60 vs C60 and D70 vs C70 (d). C61 and D61 449 

mean well-watered and drought-stressed wild mungbean 61; C70 and D70 mean well-watered and 450 

drought-stressed mungbean cultivar 70. 451 

Fig. 4 Differentially methylated regions distribution in D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C70. a Methylation level 452 

distribution of differentially methylated regions (DMRs) by violin boxplots. b Number of DMRs in different 453 

regions across genome. D61 vs C61, drought-stressed wild mungbean 61 versus well-watered; D70 vs C70, 454 

drought-stressed cultivar mungbean 70 versus well-watered. 455 



Fig. 5 KEGG pathway enrichment of differentially methylated genes. D61 vs C61, drought-stressed wild 456 

mungbean 61 versus well-watered; D70 vs C70, drought-stressed cultivar mungbean 70 versus well-457 

watered. 458 

Fig. 6 Relationship between gene expression and DNA methylation in C61, D61, C70 and D70. DNA 459 

methylation levels distributions in upstream 2K, gene body, and downstream 2K by different expression 460 

levels at CG (a), CHG (b), and CHH (c) DNA contexts. C61 and D61 mean well-watered and drought-461 

stressed wild mungbean 61; C70 and D70 mean well-watered and drought-stressed mungbean cultivar 70. 462 

Fig. 7 Relationship between DNA methylation and gene expression in C61, D61, C70 and D70 in 463 

promoter. Expression profiles of different methylated levels at CG (a), CHG (b) and CHH (c) were 464 

investigated. The promoter methylation levels were classified into five groups with group.1st the lowest and 465 

group.5th the highest. C61 and D61 mean well-watered and drought-stressed wild mungbean 61; C70 and 466 

D70 mean well-watered and drought-stressed mungbean cultivar 70. 467 

Fig. 8 Differentially methylated regions and related differentially expressed genes. Differentially 468 

expressed genes (DEGs) identified as hyper- and hypomethylated differentially methylated regions (DMRs)-469 

associated genes (a) and promoters (b). Relationship between DMRs in gene body and DEGs in D61 vs C61 470 

(c), and D70 vs C70 (d). Relationship between DMRs in promoter and DEGs in D61 vs C61 (e), and D70 vs 471 

C70 (f). D61 vs C61, drought-stressed wild mungbean 61 versus well-watered; D70 vs C70, drought-472 

stressed cultivar mungbean 70 versus well-watered. 473 

 474 

Additional files 475 

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Heatmap of DEGs in four pairwise comparisons. a C70 vs C61. b D70 vs D61. c 476 

D70 vs C70. d D61 vs C61. 477 

Additional file 2: Figure S2. Validation of the reliability of RNA-seq data by qRT-PCR. The vertical axis 478 

indicates the fold change when drought stressed D61 compared with control C61 (a), and D70 compared 479 

with C70 (b); the horizontal axis shows the eight DEGs selected. 480 

Additional file 3: Figure S3. Number of differentially methylated regions in D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C70.  481 

Additional file 4: Figure S4. DNA methylation levels of DMRs in all CG, CHG, and CHH contexts displayed 482 

by violin boxplots in D61 vs C61 (a) and D70 vs C70 (b). Number of DMRs in different regions of the 483 

genome in D61 vs C61 (c) and D70 vs C70 (d).  484 

Additional file 5: Figure S5. Relationship between DNA methylation and gene expression in C61, D61, C70 485 

and D70 in gene body. Expression profiles of different methylated levels at CG (a), CHG (b) and CHH (c) 486 

were investigated. The gene body methylation levels were classified into five groups with group.1st the 487 

lowest and group.5th the highest. 488 

Additional file 6: Table S1. Primers used for qRT-PCR analysis. 489 

 490 
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Figures

Figure 1

Phenotypic and physiological parameters changes in two mungbean genotypes under drought stress. a
Phenotypes of two mungbean genotypes plants in control and drought-stressed conditions. C61 and D61
mean well-watered and drought-stressed wild mungbean 61; C70 and D70 mean well-watered and



drought-stressed mungbean cultivar 70. b MDA, SOD, POD, and CAT content of two mungbean genotypes
plants in control and drought-stressed conditions. ** represents p< 0.01.

Figure 2

Differentially expressed genes in different comparisons and the KEGG pathway analysis. a Venn
diagrams of DEGs in four pairwise comparisons. b Numbers of upregulated and downregulated DEGs in
four pairwise comparisons. c KEGG pathway enrichments of DEGs in D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C70. D61 vs
C61, drought-stressed wild mungbean 61 versus well-watered; D70 vs C70, drought-stressed cultivar
mungbean 70 versus well-watered.



Figure 3

Methylation pro�les in two mungbean genotypes. a The relative proportion of mCGs, mCHGs, and
mCHHs in two mungbean genotypes in control and drought-stressed conditions. The level of methylation
in different gene features (b) and gene body, upstream 2K and downstream 2K regions (c). The
comparison of methylation level in different gene features in D60 vs C60 and D70 vs C70 (d). C61 and
D61 mean well-watered and drought-stressed wild mungbean 61; C70 and D70 mean well-watered and
drought-stressed mungbean cultivar 70.



Figure 4

Differentially methylated regions distribution in D61 vs C61 and D70 vs C70. a Methylation level
distribution of differentially methylated regions (DMRs) by violin boxplots. b Number of DMRs in different
regions across genome. D61 vs C61, drought-stressed wild mungbean 61 versus well-watered; D70 vs
C70, drought-stressed cultivar mungbean 70 versus well-watered



Figure 5

KEGG pathway enrichment of differentially methylated genes. D61 vs C61, drought-stressed wild
mungbean 61 versus well-watered; D70 vs C70, drought-stressed cultivar mungbean 70 versus well
watered



Figure 6

Relationship between gene expression and DNA methylation in C61, D61, C70 and D70. DNA methylation
levels distributions in upstream 2K, gene body, and downstream 2K by different expression levels at CG
(a), CHG (b), and CHH (c) DNA contexts. C61 and D61 mean well-watered and drought-tressed wild
mungbean 61; C70 and D70 mean well-watered and drought-stressed mungbean cultivar 70.



Figure 7

Relationship between DNA methylation and gene expression in C61, D61, C70 and D70 in promoter.
Expression pro�les of different methylated levels at CG (a), CHG (b) and CHH (c) were investigated. The
promoter methylation levels were classi�ed into �ve groups with group.1st the lowest and group.5th the
highest. C61 and D61 mean well-watered and drought-stressed wild mungbean 61; C70 and D70 mean
well-watered and drought-stressed mungbean cultivar 70.



Figure 8

Differentially methylated regions and related differentially expressed genes. Differentially expressed
genes (DEGs) identi�ed as hyper- and hypomethylated differentially methylated regions (DMRs)-
associated genes (a) and promoters (b). Relationship between DMRs in gene body and DEGs in D61 vs
C61 (c), and D70 vs C70 (d). Relationship between DMRs in promoter and DEGs in D61 vs C61 (e), and



D70 vs C70 (f). D61 vs C61, drought-stressed wild mungbean 61 versus well-watered; D70 vs C70,
drought stressed cultivar mungbean 70 versus well-watered.
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